
2/18/2023 USPA Zoom Masterclass #38 
Chat - Sacred Geometry with John Allocca 

Time Attendee Comment 

0:21:49 David B:  Looking forward to it…our daughter-in-law has a PhD in Sacred Geometry from the London 

School sponsored by Prince Williams….her name is katya Monos…she is Russian. 

0:22:09 Trina M: congratz David! 

0:25:37 David B:  It is called the Prince’s School of TraditionalArts in Londo 

0:39:48 Robert S:  But wouldn't this only be true for a Western musical scale? Eastern music uses different scales. 

0:43:01 Eileen B:  QUESTION (2): What is your take on EMF Harmonizer devices on the market? Also, what are 

your thoughts around STRUCTURED WATER with respect to sacred geometry? 

0:44:43 Donna A:  sure wish I had known this when I was younger, would have made sense to learn musical notes! 

0:51:15 Robert S:  Are you saying these numbers are exact for all humans with different length legs and torsos? 

0:52:45 Reinhard: Individuals vary, but averaging measurements come out to the phi numbers. 

0:54:01 Eileen B:  mantra, yantra 

0:54:30 Robert S:  So random samples of some number x humans always average out to phi numbers? To what 

accuracy? 

1:01:24 USPA Please consider supporting these USPA events with a donation or membership here: 

https://www.psychotronics.org/ 

1:03:02 Eileen B:  BEAUTIFUL SLIDES! WOW. 

1:04:36 Eileen B:  FLOWER OF LIFE PLATES are used to cleanse crystals. 

1:07:42 Thad M:  Which medical school prof asserted that the eye emits 5 million cps? In what mode of emission -

- electromagnetic, sonic, eloptic, other? And why does the eye's emission have to be received to 

enable seeing, vs receiving light? Evidence? 

1:14:25 Eileen B:  QUESTION: WHAT DOES EMF  RADIATION/INFRASOUND …do to chakras ??? 

1:23:11 Trina M: what color 

1:23:23 Doe K:  can you elaborate more on the comment you made about the 1990s and the awakening? 

1:23:25 Stanley B :  Thank you for this excellent knowledge. I was just wondering that Dinshah in Spectrochrome 

says that green is bacteriocidal hence the green scrubs. You say it is violet. Can you explain the 
difference? 

1:24:13 Beverly C:  What pattern or form would be shaped by terahertz frequencies? 

1:24:46 Basil S:  What effects and what to do about the high frequency sounds (those of us that hear them - like 

hearing the security stuff in shopping malls) - to block those, from constant bombar 

1:24:59 Sami C:  Thanks for sharing your knowledge 

1:26:07 Jill V :  How did you relate various letters to each chakra ? 

1:26:51 Eileen B:  Question: What colour might “tame” low frequency noise? 

1:28:57 Beverly C:  Have you ever measured the individual frequencies of the Dinshah Color machine? 

1:28:57 Donna A:  this would be a great course for children to counteract the nonsense they’re being taught right 
now 

1:29:39 Donna A:  meaning they can just ‘choose’ their sex depending how they ‘feel’ 

1:29:45 Ted E :  What kind of light did you say you had in your room that we can use in our homes? 

1:30:42 Eileen B:  QUESTION: Does drinking HERBAL teas impart COLOUR? 

1:32:47 Marie M: My question is a confirmation for my understand, when I see a Sacred Geometry Symbol, is 
there a science to understanding what that symbol is when you "you put matter/flesh on it" for 

example what is the Sacred Equation/Geometry that created or is the creation of a Tree, or a 

flower or a human body...?   You mentioned something in this area right? Sister Friend Marie 

1:34:02 Trina M: maybe but it is spreading out now. awakening is exponential 

1:34:27 Doe K:  how can you explain electromagnetic sensitivity EHS/EMS etc because those who experienced 

it are people who are sensitive to very weak fields of what's being called nonnative emf ,wifi, 

cell phones, smart meters, etc. 

1:34:52 Eileen B:  HOW/WHEN did YOU become so interested in all this? 

1:35:01 Bonnie K:  There is tremendous spiritual energy pouring into the consciousness of the planet now. People 



are beginning to awaken. 

1:36:09 Eileen B:  Are harmonics, fractal? 

1:36:14 Doe K:  you said in the 1990s there was a shift from one thing to another, like going from one side of a 

teeter totter to the other side, it had to do with awakening vs. going to sleep.....not anything to do 

w TM or yogis, but a large cycle, more explanation plz. 

1:36:19 Trina M: Walmart always made me mad. for no apparent reason 

1:38:05 Tina C:  Is the info your slides in your books? 

1:43:52 Eileen B:  Are using BLUE BLOCKING glasses ok … at night when on the computer? 

1:44:27 Trina M: I have that. I can find stuff 

1:45:23 Beverly C:  Do you think the beached whales could be a result of the Navy’s sonic programs? 

1:45:57 Trina M: i already bought it, on amazon 

1:46:05 Trina M: it was easy 

1:46:29 Bonnie K:  The title of the book is Ascension in The New Age 

1:46:37 Donna A:  this has been a wonderful presentation – thank you so much! 

1:46:51 Trina M: yes it has. very interesting 

1:46:57 Eileen B:  Dear Sir Alloca, I suspect that you will LOVE “AN IMMENSE WORLD” by Ed Yong. 

Nature’s hidden realms. 

1:49:26 Beverly C:  Do you discuss the ancient six-note Solfeggio scale in your book? 

1:49:45 Eileen B:  Beverly, sometimes whales also beach themselves … when there are WIND FARMS. Re: 
INFRASOUND 

1:52:38 Eileen B:  QUESTION: What do you think about CROP CIRCLES and um … “aliens.” 

1:52:59 Liggett C:  What is Brainicity? 

1:53:14 Eileen B:  Please repeat info on cancelling cell phone radiation. Please. 

1:53:29 Liggett C:  Thank you! 

1:54:45 Eileen B:  Thank you soooo much for answering questions.  Wow. 

1:55:49 Julian N:  Yes, thank you 

1:55:51 Eileen B:  Very INSPIRING. Thank you. 

1:56:27 Eileen B:  Thank you wonderful HOST!! 

1:56:40 Sonia D:  Thank you for sharing 

1:56:42 Marie M:   Yes thank you very much! 

1:57:17 Tina C:  Thank you! 

 


